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OBJECTIVES

After reading this chapter, the learner will be able to:

1. Investigate and classify différent aspects of professional reasoning.

2. Analyze reasoning aspects in relation ta the problems of practice.

3. Synthesize considérations for improving reasoning in practice.
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128 UNIT II Aspects of Professional Reasoning

KEYTERMS

Scientific reasoning

Diagnostic reasonmg

Procédural reasoning

Hypothetical-deductive

reasoning

Narrative reasoning

Ethical reasoning

Interactive reasoning

Conditional reasoning

Reflective practioner

Habitsofmind
Habitsof performance

Inteliectua! humility

THINKINGABOUTTHINKING

"J not only use all the brains that l have, but all that l can borrow. '
-Woodrow WUson.
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WHAT ARE WE REASONING ABOUT?

In Unit I, the nature ofhuman reasoning was explored from multiple perspec

tives to provlde a basis for more fully understanding professional reasoning

Professional reasoning was defined as the processes used by practitioner;

to plan, direct, perform, and reflect on client care. The Ecological Model o

Professlonal Reasoning suggested that professional reasoning is a synergistii

process, involvingthetheraplst, client, andpractice context. Componentso

each of thèse actors and settings combine to surface the spécifie therapeuti<

issues to be addressed and the responses to thèse issues. In this unit, w<

explore how the content and focus of professional reasoning appears to vap

with the demands ofthe practice problems to be addressed. Keep in mine

that, as discussed by Kinsella in the first unit, this reasomng is a "whol<

body" process, and thus when terms such as "thlnking" and "reasoning" arf

used, they are intended to reflect that intégration ofmind and body.

Flemlng (1991) was the first within occupational therapy to describf
how occupational theraplsts seemed to use différent thinking approaches

depending on the nature of the clinical problem they were addresstog

She referred to this process as the "therapist wlth the three-track

(p. 1007). Since that time, many others have examined the différent aspect;

ofoccupational therapy professional reasoning, and it appears that there3lt

many tracks that therapists use to respond to the demands ofPractice"ASJ

side note, the vast majonty ofthis research has been done with occupatioi

therapists, although atleast two studies (Humbert 2004, Lyons & crePe^
2001}suggest there is some reason to expect applicability for occupatioiw

therapy assistants as well. In this unit, we summarize a number of the inaj'

aspects or "tracks" that therapists use. The ones selected have surface

multiple studies. and in some cases, represent a compilation ofseveral :

as noted in the descriptions provided in Table 6-1.



TABLE 6-1 Aspects of Reasoning in OccupationalTherapy

Scientific

Reasoning involving the use of applied

logical and scientific methods, such as

hypothesis testing, pattern recognition,
theory-based décision making, and

statistical évidence

Impersonal, focused on the diagnosis,
condition, guiding theor/, évidence from
research or what "typically" happens with
clients like the one being considérée)

What is the nature ofthe illness, injury, or
development problem?
What are the common impairments or disabilities
resulting from this condition?
What are the typical contextual factors that affect

performance?
What théories and research are available to guide
assessment and intervention?

Diagnostic

Investigative reasoning and analysis of
cause or nature of conditions requiring

occupational therapy intervention;
can be considérée! one component of
scientific reasoning

Uses both personal and impersonal

information. Therapists attemptto explain
why client is experiencing problems using

a blend of science-based and client-based
information.

What are the occupational performance problems this
client has or may have in the future?
What are the factors contributing to this problem

(impairments, performance context)?
How are thèse probtems manifested (skills, habits,
routines, occupational rôles)?

Procédural

Reasoning in which therapist considers
and uses intervention routines for

identifiée! conditions; may be science

based or may reflect the habits and
culture ofthe intervention setting.

Characterized by therapist using therapy
régimes or routines thought to be effective
with problems identified and that are

typically used with clients in that setting.

What évaluation and intervention protocols are
applicable to this person's situation?
How are clients like this usually handled in my setting?

(continues)
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TABLE 6-1 Aspects of Reasoning in OccupationalTherapy (continuée!}

Narrative

Reasoning process used to make sense
of people's particular circumstances,
prospectively imagine the effect of
illness, disability, or occupational
performance problems on their daily
lives, and create a collaborative story
that is enacted with clients and families

through intervention.

Personal, focused on the client, including
past, présent, and anticipated future.
Involves an appréciation of client culture
as the basis for understanding client
narrative. Relates to the "so what" ofthe

condition for the person's life.

What is this person's life story?
What is the nature of this person as an occupational

being?
How has the health condition affectée) the person's life
story or ability to continue his or her life story?
What occupational activities are most important to this

person?
What occupational activities are both meaningful to

this person and useful for meeting therapy goals?

Pragmatic

Practical reasoning that is used to fit
therapy possibilities into the current
realities of service delivery, such
as scheduling options, paymentfor

services, equipment availability,
therapists' skills, management
directives, and the personal situation of
the therapist.

Generally not focused on client or

client's condition, but rather on all the
physical and social "stuff" that surrounds

the therapy encounter, as well as the
therapist's internai sense of what he or she

is capable of and has the time and energy

to complète.

Who referred this person and why?
Who is paying for services, and what are their rules?

What family or caregiver resources are there to

support intervention?
What are the expectations of my supervisor and

workplace?
How much time do l have to see this person?

What therapy space and equipment are available?

What are my practice cçmpetencies?



Ethical

Reasoning directed toward analyzing an
ethicai dilemma, generating alternative

solutions, and determining actions to
be taken. Systematic approach to moral
c.onflict.

Interactive

Thinking directed toward building

positive interpersonal relationships
with clients, permitting collaborative
problem identification and problem

solving.

Conditional

A blending of all forms of reasoning
forflexibly responding to changing
conditions or predicting possible client

futures.

Tension is often évident as therapist
attempts to détermine what is the "right"

thing to do, particularly when faced
with dilemmas in therapy, competing
principles, risks, and benefits.

Therapist is concerned with what client
likes or dislikes. Use of praise, empathetic
comments, and nonverbal behaviors
to encourage and support client's
coopération.

Typically found with more experienced
therapists who can "see" multiple futures,

based on therapists' past expériences and
eu rre nt information.

Are the benefits of therapy worth the cost?
Are the rîsks of thérapy worth the benefits?

How should l prioritize my caseload?

What are the limits of how l change my documentation
to maximize payment?
What should l do when other members of the
treatment team are operating in ways that l feel
conflictwith the goals ofthe person receiving
services?

How can l best relate to this person?
How can l put this person at ease?
What is the best way for me to encourage this person?
What nonverbal stratégies should l use in this
situation?
Where should l place myself relative to this person
so that l support him or her but do not "invade"the

person?
What cultural factors do l need to consider as l engage
with the person?

Where is this person going?

How will the various therapy options play out, given
this person's health condition, social situation,
économie status, and culture?

Given thèse future possible trajectories, what is the
best action l can take now?

Note: Foradditional summaries of thèse aspects, referto Carrière et al., 2010; Unsworth, 2011, and Chapters7-11 in Unit l
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132 UNIT II Aspects of Professional Reasoning

Aspects of Reasoning: Concepts and Controversies

One conceptual problem now arising -within this research is a clear spec-

ification of what actually constitutes an aspect or "track" of professional

reasonlng. We address eight aspects in Table 6-1, but others see both the

names and numbers of thèse aspects differently (Sinclair, 2007; Unsworth,

2012). Still others use the term "reasoning" preceded by various adjectives

such as "creative reasoning" (Breines, 2016, p. 165) to discuss creativity and

its rôle in practice, or "collaborative reasoning" as a term for mentoring and

consultative processes that occur in practice (Birleson, 2016, p. 45). We take

a moment here to consider how we should be uslng tfaese various terms.

The view used in this text builds on Fleming and Mattingly's observation

that "différent modes of thinklng are employed for différent purposes. and

in response to particular features ofproblems" (p. 17, 1994). As illustrated

in Table 6-1, those modes are évident both by the Idnd of the problem the

therapist is attendlng to, as well as the changes in rhetoric that therapists

use when they describe their thinking. It is my view that many of the other

"kinds of reasoning" being posed are better acknowledged as common cog-

nitive or reasoning processes that occur associated wlth all Idnds of daily

activity from grocery shopping to parenting, but which are not uniquely con-

nected to therapeutic décisions and action. For example, Unsworth (2012)

posits a form of reasoning which she refers to as "generalization reasoning"

in which a practitioner conslders a current client's situation in light of that

therapist's past expériences and understandings. That is not included in the

listing, because It seems to be more of a général human process underlying

all reasoning, such as those discussed earlier by Can- and Shofrw-ell (2008)

(see Chapter 4, Unit I)'. In a similarvein, Thompson's discussion ofabductive

reasoning as a process ofworking from "descriptions ofpatterns to possible

explanations of thèse patterns" (2012, p. 15) is likely a process typical across

human endeavors. Ifthere are différences that indeed fitwithin professional

reasoning theory, then we need to have language to distinguish what we are

talking about. Perhaps more attention needs to be directed to create clear

taxonomies, such as Bonsall (2012) suggested when untangling the meanings

ofthe term "narrative." His research provides clarity by suggesting appropri-

ate language when referring to narrative in everyday life, clinical reasoning,

and as a research method. A comparable taxonomy appears to be in order

for constructs related to professional reasonlng.

An alternate perspective to listing multiple aspects of reasoning is to do

as some authors suggest and simplify the concepts by considering them all a

form of a problem-solving process with the recognition that problem solving

attends to many différent subjects (Roberts, 1996; Robertson & Griffiths,

2012). Yet anotherway oflooking at thèse modes is in light ofclinical décision

making (Unsworth, 2012) inwhich some aspects ofreasoning are found to be

fast, automatic, and largely tacit (referred to as SI Systems), whereas others

are slower and more delïberate (S2 Systems) (Bate, Hutchinson, UnderhiU. &

Maskrey. 2012).
In truth, as of fhis writing, l (Barbara) am not sure how to best expla111

the boundaries ofwhat is "in" and what is "out" in terms of aspects or modes

of professional reasoning, l find myself reflecting on the positions l bave

just taken here and thinking that l could argue some alternative vlews as

il
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well. Suffice it to say that l appreciate the continuing endeavors by scholars

both withln and beyond occupational therapy to surface empirical évidence

related to this endeavor. Likewise, l encourage an effort to come to some

consensus wlthin the profession in order to progress the théories of occu-

pational therapy professional reasoning in a way that is clear and useful

for improvlng practice. From where l sit, we are getting doser, but are also

at the risk of muddying the waters a bit by calllng everything some kind of
professional reasoning.

CLASSIFYING ASPECTS 0F PROFESSIONAL REASONING

In thls section, we turn to a short discussion about major aspects of pro-

fessional reasoning fhat are discussed in depth in the chapters of this unit.

Scientific Reasoning

Scientific reasoning is used to understand the condition that is affecting an

indMdual and to décide on interventions that are In the cllent's best inter-

est. It is a logical process that parallels scientific inquiry. Forms of scientific

reasoning described in occupational therapy are diagnostic reasoning (Rogers

& Holm, 1991) and procédural reasoning (Fleming, 1991, 1994b), in addition
to the général use of hypothetical-deductive reasoning (Tomlin, 2008). Sci-

entiflc reasoning is also referred to as treatment planning (Pelland, 1987),

in whlch the therapist uses selected théories both to identify problems and

to guide décision making.

Diagnostic reasoning is concerned wlth clinical problem sensing and

problem définition. The process can start in advance of seeing a client, for

instance when considering referral information. Occupational therapy practi-

tioners, because oftheir domalns ofconcern, look primarily for occupational

performance problems. Furthermore, the nature ofthe problems they expect

to find is influenced by the inforrnation in the requests for services (Rogers

&Holm, 1991).

Procédural reasoning occurs when practitioners are "thinking about the

disease or disability and deciding whlch intervention activities (procédures)

they might employ to remediate the person's functional performance problems"

.(Fleming, 1991, p. 1008; Fleming, 1994a). This may involve an interview,

an observation of the person engaged in a task, or formai évaluations using

standardized measures. Fleming noted that it typically involves multiple

problem spaces ranging from body functions and impairments to personal

and contextual features. Likewise, the term is used for the various therapy

procédures and routlnes. Although one hopes that procédural reasoning

is science-based, Tomlin makes the important observation that procédural

reasoning can become an unquestioned implementation oftherapy protocols,

in which case it becomes less sclentific in nature (Tomlin, 2008). That is why

there is such an emphasis on using scientific évidence to inform practice,

which challenges the practitloner to routinely evaluate customary therapy

approaches based on the best information currently available (Holm, 2001;

Law & McDermid, 2008; Tickle-Degnen, 2000).
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134 UNIT II Aspects of Professional Reasoning

Mattingty (1994a) made the point that occupational therapists have a
"two-body practice" (p. 37). By that, she meant that occupational therapy

practitioners view a person in two ways: the body as a machine, in which parts

may be broken, and the person as a life, filled with personal meanings and

hopes. Much ofthe procédural reasoning in occupational therapy addresses

issues related to the body as a machine, although current théories in the

field do emphasize the need to understand the client as an open system,

responsive to and acting upon the envlronment. The next form of reasoning,

narrative reasoning, provldes the occupational therapy practltioner wlth a

way to understand a person's illness expérience.

Narrafive Reasoning

Understanding the meaning that a dlsease, lllness, or disability has to an

individual is a task that goes beyond the scientific understanding of disease

processes and organ Systems. Rather, it requires that practitioners find a way

to understand the meamng of this expérience from the client's perspective.

Mattingly (1994b) suggested that practitioners do this through a form ofrea-
soning called narrative reasoning. Narrative reasoning is so named because

it involves thinking in stoiy form. It is not uncommon for an occupational

therapy practitioner who is preparing to substitute for another with a client

to ask, "So what is the client's story?"

Often, occupational therapy practitioners work with indlviduals whose

life stories are so severely disrupted that they cannot imagine what their

future wlll look like. Mattingly (1994b) believed that in thèse situations,
skillful practitioners help their clients to invent new life stories. More re-

cently, this has been referred to as helping clients "recraft" thelr "occupa-

tional narratlves" (Auzmendia, de las Heras, Klelhofner, & Miranda, 2008,

p. 313). To some degree, thèse stories become visible as the occupational

therapy practitioner and the client develop goals together. The use of life

stories is also apparent when activities are selected for both their heallng

potential and their particular significance to the person. To do this, one

must first solicit occupational stories from the indMdual (Clark, Ennevor,

& Richardson, 1996), Wlth an understanding of clients' past occupatlonal

stories, practitioners can help indlvlduals to create new storles and new

futures for themselves.

Pragmatic Reasoning

Pragmatic reasoning is yet another strand of reasoning that goes beyond the

practitioner-client relationshlp and addresses the worid in which therapy

occurs (Schell, 2008; Schell fit Cervero, 1993; Unsworth, 2004). Thls world

is considérée! from two perspectives: the practice context and the personal

context. Because reasoning during therapy is a practical activity, a number

of eveiyday Issues have been identlfied over the years that affect the therapy

process. Thèse include resources for intervention, organizational culture,

power relatlonships among team members, reimbursement practices, and

practice trends in the profession (Barris, 1987; Howard, 1991; Neuhaus,
!ii;'l;^i
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1988; Rogers & Holm, 1991). Studies examining clinical reasoning have

confirmed that occupational therapy practitioners both actively consider

and are influencée! by their practice contexts (Creighton, Dijkers, Bennett,

& Brown, 1995; Schell, 1994; Strong, Gilbert, Cassidy, & Bennett, 1995;

Unsworth, 2005, 2012).

The practitioner's personal situation also is part ofthe pragmatic reason-

ing process. Although less readily identified in research, Unsworth surfaced

some examples in her research. For instance, some therapists appeared

to think about their own ability to provlde therapy in light of the needs of
the clients (2005) in order to décide whether to refer to others wlth more

expertise. Practical issues related to the therapist personally, including

clinlcal competencies, préférences, commitment to the profession, and life

rôle demands outside of work, may all affect the therapy choices that are

consldered and thus enter the reasoning process. Thèse pragmatic issues,

along wlth understandlngs gained •from scientiflc and narrative reasoning,

can glve rise to ethical issues that we discuss next.

m

Ethical Reasoning

AU of the forms of reasoning that have been described so far help the prac-

titioner to respond to the followlng questions: What is thls person's current

oecupational situation? What can be donc to enhance the person's situation?

Ethical reasoning goes one step further and asks, "What should be done?"

Rogers (1983) framed thèse three questions (here paraphrased) in her El-

eanor Clark Slagle Lecture and went on to state, 'The clinical reasonùig

process terminâtes in an ethical décision, rather than a scientific one, and

the ethical nature of fhe goal of clinlcal reasoning projects Itself over the

entire séquence" (p. 602). A number of occupational therapy authors have

addressed the ethical aspect of professional reasoning (Fondiller, Rosage, &

Neuhaus, 1990; Howard, 1991; Neuhaus, 1988: Peloquin, 1993). Hooper

(1997, 2008) and Unsworth (2004) have suggested that fundamental issues,
such as a practitioner's values and général worldview, strongly affect the way

in which an indivldual constructs his or her reasoning. Such worldviews play

an important rôle in ethical reasoning. Next, we turn to the communication

aspects of reasoning.

w-

Interactive Reasoning

The provision of therapy is inherently a communicative process (Schwartz-

berg, 2002). In occupational therapy, practitioners must gain the trust of

their clients and of people who are important in the clients' world. This is

because occupational therapy involves "doing wlth" as opposed to "doing

to" clients (Mattingly & Fleming, 1994, p. 178). A therapist gains this trust

by entering the client's life world (Crepeau, 1991) and by using a number

of interpersonal stratégies that are designed to facilitate collaboration and

client-centered care. This fundamental aspect of professional reasoning is

referred to as interactive reasoning, an important and intégral part of the

process in occupational therapy (Lawlor, 2012).
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PROFESSIONAL REASONING AS A CONDITIONAL PROCESS

In addition to the aspects of reasoning noted so far, Fleming (1994b) and

later ofhers (Unsworth, 2004) observed a phenomenon in which therapists

attempted to understand their clients hollstically, and imagined their past

life, current expériences, and the possible future ofthat person in the fullness

of their life world. This conditional reasoning is a process that intégrâtes all

the aspects of reasoning.
Conditional reasonmg is typically associated wlth both expérience and

expertise, as it requires a deep appréciation ofboth the trajectories ofvarious

health or disabling conditions, as well as the impact of both personal and

contextual variables in the person's Ufe world. Not only must practitioners

blend différent aspects ofreasoning in order to interact effectively wîth their

clients, but they must also flexibly modify interventions in response to chang-

ing conditions and to the context in which the therapy is occurring. This

flexlbility of thinking is demonstrated both in actions related to short-term

therapy goals, as well as the larger therapy plans. For instance, Creighton

and colleagues (1995) noticed that occupational therapy practitioners pre-

planned interventions in a hierarchical manner and brought several sets of

supplies to an intervention session. One set would be directed to the expected

level of performance, the others to a stage higher and a stage lower than the

expected performance. For example, one practitioner, in préparation for a

writing actmty with a client who had a spinal cord mjuiy, brought a short

writing splint and unllned paper. This practitioner also brought a longer

splint to provide wrist support (in case fhe client's hand control was worse

than expected) and lined paper, which required more précision (in case the
hand contrai was better than expected). This practitioner blended scienttfic

and pragmatic concerns in a way that antlcipated several possible situations

that might occur.
On a larger scale, Fleming (1994b) described the ability of skilled

occupational therapy practitioners to "form an image of future life possi-

bilities for the person" (p. 234). The abllity to form thèse images seems to

require a blend of all the aspects of reasoning, along wlth sufficient prac-

tice expérience to have seen a variety of différent outcomes wlth former

clients. Thèse images help practitioners to select therapeutic activities

on a day-to-day basls. For instance, the writing or keyboarding activitf

for fhe client wfao had a spinal cord injury not only is a good activity for J
increasing coordination, but also presages occupations that wlll enable

the client to regain control of his life through writing his own checks,

signing his name on légal documents, and using various forms of tech^

nology for work and play. If this client were an accountant, thèse wouiuj

be powerful images. Conversely, îfthe client were a professional athlete.j

the occupational therapy practitioner might have to create différent activa

ities to aiïow the client todevelop a vision of himself as a future coacb otj

teacher. The activities that are used in occupational therapy can help toj

meet spécifie short-term goals and shape long-term expectations. Tbis 1B|

how practitioners help individuals to reengage in their lives througb

use ofmeanlngful occupations.
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IROFESSIONAL REASONING AS SYNTHESIS AND ANALYSIS

The precedlng section described the aspects of professional reasoning sep-

arately to illustrate the différent parts of the process. Table 6-1 includes

examples of the kinds of questions that practitioners seek to answer with

the différent aspects of professlonal reasoning. In this unit, scientific, nar-

rative, pragmatlc, ethical, and interactive reasoning are all discussed in

depth. However, as noted earlier, thèse facets of reasoning are not separate .

or parallel processes; rather, the opposite appears to be the case. Virtually

all the research about reasoning in practlce suggests that thèse différent

forms interact and overlap with each other (Carrière, Lavasseur, Bédard,

& Derosiers. 2010: Mitchell & Unsworth, 2005). Furthermore, Toth-Cohen

(2008) makes the point that the "shared actMty" that occurs during in the

therapy process is an "intégral part" ofthe reasoning process (p. 82).

Reasoning and Reflection

The process of professional reasoning is not a linear process, but rafher a re-

curslve one in which practitioners both engage in action and reflect about that

action. Schôn (1983) proffered the term reflective practitioner to describe how

experts fhink critically about their own expérience. Reflection happens m two

ways. First, practitioners "reflect-in-action" (p. 49). This involves times when

practitioners think in the midst of action and adapt to meet the demands of the

situation. Reflection-in-action most often occurs when the usual approaches

are not working. Occupatlonal therapists frequently do thls as they modtfy

the therapy in order to get the "Just nght" fit between the client's capabilities

and the task demands, "Reflection-on-action" (p. 61) is the term Schôn uses

for critical thinking that occurs after fhe practice action has occurred.

Reflection about practice, identifylng what worked and what did not, and

belng open to alternative conceptions are generally considered necessary to

support the learning associated with advancing expertise (Benner, 1984;

Gambrill, 2012; Slater & Cohn, 1991). It is important to note that récent

research on self-lnsight or "people's awareness of fheir own mental actMty

processes" (Harries & Gilhooly, 2010, p. 417) indicates that practitloners

may not show significant insight and that indmduals vary widely in this
ability. Harries and Gilhooly note that "improved self-inslght is not an auto-

matic result ofreflection," and m some cases negatively affects the quality of

judgment (p. 418). Some ofthis appears to relate to the nature ofthe mental

processes as well whether they are actually available to the person ta surface

or if they are completety tacit.

Self-Assessment

One critical aspect of mfluencing the quality of one's self-reflection and in-

sight is the limited capacity for accurate self-assessment (Eva, Cunnington,

Reiter, Keane, & Norman, 2004). AU commonly used clinical reasoning models

seek to minimize this limitation by encouraging clinicians to seek a variety

of sources including peers and local experts to support the self-assessment
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138 UNIT II Aspects of Professional Reasoning

and reflection process (Bannigan & Moores, 2009). Others, like Levett-Jones

et al. (2010), advocate for specifically expanding the clinical reasoning cycle

to include formai reasoning about outcomes, evaluating the impact of our

intervention, and reflecting on the data collected during the assessment and

intervention processes. The Evidence-Based Practice (EBP) model addresses

the limitations by emphasizing the use ofoutcomes data, clinical guldelines,

chart revlew, and other "objective" sources ofknowledge (Schwartz & Elstein,

2008). Thèse sources are used as références to compare and contrast our own

clinical expériences, beliefs, and client outcomes to the clinical expériences

of others at the population level. Research has demonstrated that their use

does improve the ability to identify gaps in knowledge and abllity to accu-
rately assess skills (Galbraith, Hawkins, &Holmboe, 2008). In conclusion, it

does"appear that the quallty of self-reflection, insight, and self-assessment

dépends on the routine and fréquent seeking of not only compétent and

expert peers, but also the use of objective indicators.

REASONING AND PRACTICE IMPROVEMENT

In Chapter 2, the point was made that the research in professional reasoning

must be linked to research about professional action and related outcomes

for the field to progress in a manner that supports optimal practice. In the

literature, some theoretical models suggest that one can achieve client out-

comes and expertise through the reflection/clinical reasoning cycle, whereas

others stress the implementation ofthe EBP ft-amework, includmg measuring

outcomes. Benfield and Johnson suggest a new model ofthis process which

they call Evidence-Informed Professional Thinking (EIFT) (Benfield, 2015),
Their model expands on Bannigan and Moores's (2009) model of professional

thinking and was developed from an extensive literature review to also in-

clude actions taken after the intervention décision was made, collection of

outcomes data, and reflection on outcomes data to assess the occupational

therapy process. EIFT may be defined as use of knowledge gained through

both critical reflectlon and systematic appraisal of expérience and of peer-

reviewed Uterature, leadlng to alternative causai models for clinical problems

and interventions. EIFT therapists reflect on collective évidence on spécifie j

cîinical problems in order to identify appropriate indicators (proxy, proxlnial,

and distal) that will be collected before, during. and after the intervention.^

The data is collected in order to improve the therapist's ability to assesstfiej

accuracy of problem identification, gaps in knowledge, intervention selec^-

tion, and impact ofthe selected intervention on valued client outcomes^ ylj

other words, EIFT therapists conslstently collect/measure outcomes. Theyj

reason aboutdesired outcomes, identify and observe short-term respons£j

and outcomes, and reason about long-term real-worid outcomes. ^ ^^

The main assertion of the EIFT model Isthat clinical reasoningandK^
are mutually dépendent. It is the critical self-reflection on practice that lea°

to questions that cannot be answered wlth information avallable to us m^j
tacit knowledge orprior clinical expérience (even presumlng ttiatwas^»^

on évidence). Furthermore, using the évidence requù-es spécifie clinicEu^jj

soning activities in order to appropriatety synthesize and appty it in tnc; ^-j

'm^
!i1:
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setting with spécifie clients. Research on the measure ofEIFT supports thls

poslt as clinical reasoning and EBP habits were found to be highly related

(r = 0.78), with outcomes measurecaent and reflection on outeomes being

the critical link between the two constructs.

The EIFT model posits that professional compétence is developmental,

context-dependent, and provisional on the therapist's habits of mind and habits

of performance. Research on the measure ofEIFT found that clinicians who

rated highty habits ofmind also demonstrated high ratings on performance,

but never rated highly in Just one of thèse areas.
The habite of mind include recurrently and accurately observing and

assessing their own thtnking, émotions, and thinking processes, whlch is

consistent with critical self-reflection process. However, professionals also

need to be attentive, curious, and self-aware, Furthermore, they need to be

willtng to recognize and correct errors. Leaiy and others refer to it as "intellectual

humility," or the wlllmgness to conslder that one's beliefs or assumptions

might be wrong (Leaiy et al., 2017, p. l). Practice improvement requires this

blend ofintellectual humility and multiple modes of professional reasoning, all

ofwhlch must be examined for misconceptions and errors through reflective

and mindful use of data related to both the process and the client outcomes.

sffl"
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Expertise in Occupafional Therapy

There is a slowly growing body of évidence about the nature of professional

reasoning expertise in occupational therapy. Dreyfus and Dreyfus's (1986)

conceptualization ofprofessional expertise has been applied to occupational

therapy (Slater & Cohn, 1991) and elaborated on over time by a number of

researchers, although often the research dichotomizes beginners or novices

from experts. See Table 6-2 for one example that summarîzes changes that

have surfaced in research about the reasoning of occupational therapists

as they develop expertise. Although the changes that are listed in Table 6-2

are associated with typical years of expérience, it is important to recognize

that development is dynamic and influenced by many factors beyond just

the years of expérience. Interestingly, other research on aspects of expertise

highlights inconsistencles wlth the framework based on clinlcal reasoning

or EBP models alone. For example, research has found that "experts" do not

outperform ncwices when confronted with unstructured or "messy problems

(Johnson, 1988). Given that many of our occupational therapy clientèle

présent wlth messy problems, it is critical that the clinicians are able to

identify plausible alternative causai mechanisms that could be influencing

a client's présentation. In other words, messy problems by their nature have

more than one plausible factor affecting a client's situation. Thls requires

a deeper, more complex thtnkmg in order to deftne and structure the problem

(Gambrill, 2012). Much of the new research fînds the development and

maintenance of expertise dépends on routinely and consistently using the

stratégies (hablts ofmind and performance) when defining a clinical problem

wlth clients (Epstein & Hundert, 2002; Gambrill, 2012). It does appear that
active reflection on one's actions combined with information gained through

EBP actmties is critical for the development of expertise (Benner, 1984;

Epstein & Hundert. 2002; Gambriiï, 2012; Slater & Cohn, 1991).
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TABLE 6-2 Professional Reasoning Continuum and Characteristics 

Novice (no experience in 
practice area) 

Advanced 
beginner 
(<1 yr) 

Competent 
(1-3 yr) 

Proficient 
(3-5 yr) 

• No experience in situation of practice; depends on theory
to guide practice

• Uses rule-based procedural reasoning to guide actions but 
does not recognize contextual eues; not skillful in adapting
rules to fit situation

• Narrative reasoning is used to establish social relationships
but does not significantly inform practice

• Pragmatic reasoning is stressed in terms of job survival

skills
• Recognizes overt ethical issues

• Begins to incorporate contextual information into rule
based thinking

• Recognizes differences between theoretical expectations 
and presenting problems

• Limited experience impedes recognition of patterns and
salient eues; does not prioritize well

• Relies on external guides, such as forrns, to guide
reasoning

• Gaining skill in pragmatic and narrative reasoning
• Begins to recognize subtler ethical issues

• Automatically performs more therapeutic skills and attends 
to more issues

• Able to develop communal horizon with people receiving
service

• Able to sort relevant data and prioritize intervention goals
related to desired outcomes

• Planning is deliberate, efficient, and responsive to
contextual issues

• Uses conditional reasoning to modify intervention but lacks
flexibility

• Recognizes ethical dilemmas posed by practice setting

• Perceives situations as wholes
• Reflects on expanded range of experiences, permit

ting more focused evaluation and more flexibility in
intervention

• Creatively combines different diagnostic and procedural

approaches
• More attentive to occupational stories and relevance for 

intervention
• More skillful in negotiating resources to meet patient/client

needs
• lncreased sophistication in recognizing situational nature of

ethical reasoning

T. 
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TABLE 6-2 Professionat Reasoning

Expert
(5-10 yr)

^ontinuum and Characteristics (continued)

SSÉS^ifUU 3

Clinical reasoning becomes a quick intuitive process,
• Procédural and pragmatic reasoning more detailed

Able to make conversation and action flow smoothly
Uses understanding of client and client's perspective to

détermine intervention
Relies on internai guides or images to support actions

Based on Dreyfus and Dreyfus (1986); Benner (1984); Clark et al. (1996); Creighton et al. (1995);
Mattingly and Fleming (1994); Slater and Cohn (1991); Strong et al. (1995); Unsworth (2001);
Unsworth and Mitchell (2005); Rassafiani et al. (2009).

CONCLUSION

Professional reasonlng 1s the process that practitioners use to plan, direct,

perform, and reflect on client care. As discussed in Unit I, it a whole-body and

multlsensory process that requtres complex cognitive activify m concert wlth

fhe clients who are the focus of professional practice. Professional reasonmg

is imbedded m the social and cultural contexts ofpractice settîng as well as of

all the participants. In Unit II, we acknowledge fhe complexlties ofcharacter-

izing professional reasoning and explore a number of facets or processes that

enable practitioners to understand their clients from différent perspectives.

Practltioners use fhe logical processes associated with scientific reasorung to

understand the client's irnpairments, disabilities, and performance contexts

and to predlct the impact thèse have on occupational performance and partic-

ipation. Narrative reasonmg helps practitioners to appreciate the meantng of

occupational performance limitations to the client in daUy life, thus supportmg

client-centered care. Practitioners use pragmatic reasoning when they address

the practical realities associated wlth service deliveiy. AU of fhese forms of

reasontng work together and may prompt ethlcal reasoning when practitioners

are challenged to select the best actions in response to the competing demands

of practice. The process is by nature interactive. It involves a flexible and

conditional process to conslder possible futures for each client, and to modify

cun-ent actions in light of changing circumstances and knowledge. Expertise

develops as the practitioner gains expérience and reflects on that expérience

in llght of available data from withm and outslde fhe practice context.
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